The trend towards larger offshore wind turbines (WTs) implies the need for bigger support structures. These are commonly derived from existing structures through upscaling and subsequent optimization. To reduce the number of design steps, this work proposes a direct optimization approach, by which means a support structure for a larger WT is obtained through an automated optimization procedure based on a smaller existing system. Due to the suitability of floating platforms for large MWclass WTs, this study is based on the OC3 spar-buoy designed for the NREL 5 MW WT. Using a Python-Modelica framework, developed at Fraunhofer IWES, the spar-buoy geometry is adjusted through iterative optimization steps to finally support a 7.5 MW WT. The optimization procedure focuses on the global system performance in a design-relevant load case. This study shows that larger support structures, appropriate to meet the objective of the hydrodynamic system behavior, can be obtained through automated optimization of existing designs without the intermediate step of upscaling.
INTRODUCTION
Exploitation of deeper waters and installation of larger wind turbines (WTs) are current and future trends of the offshore wind industry. Different platforms are developed and prototypes of floating offshore wind turbines (FOWTs) are already installed and tested; however, floating support structures still need to conform with the increasing scale of WTs. The design process of (floating) wind turbine systems is very extensive and of iterative character. However, to avoid designing a floating support structure for a larger WT completely from scratch, advantage is taken of the experience with existing systems and upscaling procedures are used for dimensioning larger structures. Notwithstanding, subsequent optimization and modification are required to obtain an efficient final design, as standard upscaling procedures are only suitable for obtaining a first rough draft of an upscaled design. As discussed in [1] , the theoretical scaling laws do not account for technological developments, such as lighter and high-strength materials for rotor blades, site-specific conditions and constraints, or further improvements due to, for example, economic interests. Thus, based on the upscaled support structure design, further modifications and optimization steps have to be performed until the final floater design for a larger WT is obtained.
To save effort, this work proposes the design of a floating platform for a larger WT, which is directly obtained through optimization, thus, eliminating the intermediate step of upscaling. By means of this approach, only a few initial adaptions are required to consider the changed WT weight, hence ensuring floatation, and to take account of the new WT tower base diameter. All other modifications of the floating support structure are covered within an optimization procedure, which is based on user-defined design variables, value ranges, and optimization criteria. The result of this automatic optimization is then a support structure design, which is suited for a pre-defined larger WT and specified site, and is also optimized with respect to user-defined criteria.
In this paper, the OC3 (Offshore Code Comparison Collaboration) phase IV spar-buoy FOWT system [2] serves as basis for the application of the direct optimization approach. By this means, a support structure for a 7.5 MW WT (Fraunhofer's IWT-7.5-164 [3] ) shall be obtained from a floater, which is initially designed for a 5 MW WT (NREL 5 MW [4] ). Thus, first, the reference systems are introduced. Afterwards the methodology is explained, comprising the model setup of the FOWT system and the generic structure and functionality of the optimization framework. On this basis, the specific design conditions, such as the design variables, optimization criteria, simulation load case, and optimization parameters, are set. The results show the development of the design throughout the optimization process, as well as the final floater design for the 7.5 MW WT and its performance. Some discussion and conclusion round off this paper.
REFERENCE CASE
In this study, the OC3 spar-buoy [2] , supporting the NREL 5 MW WT [4] , is used as basis FOWT system and hence as input to the direct optimization approach, with the final goal to obtain a floating spar-buoy, which suits the 7.5 MW IWT-7.5-164 WT [3] . These two reference structures are introduced hereinafter.
The Basis FOWT System
The OC3 phase IV FOWT system [2] consists of a floating spar-buoy, which supports the NREL 5 MW WT [4] , as visualized in Fig. 1 . The main parameters of the FOWT system are given in Tab. 1, focusing on the spar-buoy geometry, as this is to be modified during the direct optimization approach, but also including the system masses, to be able to correct for the changed masses of tower and rotor-nacelle assembly (RNA) of the WT on top of the floater when scaling up. The geometrical parameters are defined according to Fig. 2 , with the distances set in relation to the still water level (SWL).
The Larger MW-Class WT
The target WT size to be supported by the optimized floating spar-buoy, is the IWT-7.5-164 [3] , a 7.5 MW reference WT designed by Fraunhofer IWES (Institute for Wind Energy Systems). For this WT, different support structures (including the tower) exist for an onshore system or two different offshore systems. The monopile-based offshore WT system (TANDEM design [3] ) is used in this study, however, the monopile is removed and the tower is cut at 10.0 m above SWL, which corresponds to the top of the floating platform. This way, the hub height of the IWT-7.5-164 remains unchanged. The main WT parameters, considering the shortened tower, are presented in Tab. 2. 
METHODOLOGY
To generate a new floater design for a larger MW-class WT on the basis of a smaller existing FOWT system, first, the FOWT system has to be modelled, comprising the basis design, replacing the WT, and adjusting some parameters to ensure system conformity. This model is then further processed within an optimization framework. The modeling and optimization environments are described in the following.
Model Setup
The FOWT system is modeled in MoWiT (Modelica for Wind Turbines) 1 , a library established at Fraunhofer IWES. MoWiT uses the object-oriented and equation-based modeling language Modelica and is capable of performing fully-coupled aero-hydro-servo-elastic simulations of WT systems. The hierarchical structure and multibody approach in Modelica allow for component-based modelling, which is of high value for the purpose of this study. With respect to the hydrodynamics, which are of high importance for a floating system, the MoWiT library accounts for hydrodynamic loads following a modified version of the MacCamy-Fuchs approach (to consider the relative motion between the structure and the fluid in addition to capturing the variation of the added inertia coefficient and including diffraction effects), as well as the drag term of the Morison equation (for taking into account the viscous forces). The buoyancy force and righting moment are calculated in time-domain depending on the actual local surface elevation and the current position of the FOWT system. [5] [6] [7] 
Implementation of the OC3 FOWT in MoWiT
According to the definitions given in [2] , the OC3 FOWT system is implemented in MoWiT as visualized in Fig. 3 , using Dymola as simulation engine. The modeling happens component-based as explained in [5] , meaning that the entire system is split up into separate models for the support structure -comprising tower, floater, and mooring lines -, the nacelle with drivetrain and generator, the rotor -covering the blades and the hub -, the operating control, as well as two environmental models for wind and waves, including currents. In a separate study [8] the model of the spar-buoy FOWT is verified, using the code-to-code comparisons within the OC3 phase IV project [9] .
Initial Adaptions
Due to the component-based MoWiT library, the original NREL 5 MW WT can easily be replaced by the IWT-7.5-164 WT by exchanging the models for rotor, nacelle, and operating control, as well as the tower submodel within the support structure model. However, due to the different WT dimensions (mass and tower base diameter), some initial adaptions are required before the model can be given as input to the optimization framework.
Thus, the spar-buoy geometry is partially modified by increasing the top cylinder diameter from the initial 6.5 m to 7.0 m to fit the new tower base diameter of the IWT-7.5-164. This changed parameter affects the floater structural mass for the top cylinder and the tapered part up to 12.0 m below SWL, but also the displaced water volume from 12.0 m below SWL to the water line. The change in the equivalent buoyancy mass and the structural mass can be determined directly from the original and modified spar-buoy geometry. Hence, the buoyancy mass is increased by around 46.7 t, while the floating structure becomes heavier by 8.9 t. Furthermore, the exchanged WT on top of the floater results in an additional mass increase by 428.6 t. These changed buoyancy and structural masses are accounted for in the determination of the ballast height, which is internally calculated in the model to ensure floatation of the FOWT system, and yield a ballast filling height of 45.38 m for this initially adapted FOWT system. Furthermore, the WT controller needs to be adjusted to avoid negative aerodynamic damping, as now the IWT-7.5-164 is on top of a floating platform. For this purpose, the integral and proportional controller gains K I and K P are modified, following the general descriptions and recommendations given in [10] , as well as adopting the approach used in [1] . Hence, the damping ratio of the response ζ c , required for the determination of K P , is set equal to 0.7. In addition, the controller natural frequency of the response ω c,nat needs to be defined. As the controller should be slower than the system response, the pitch natural frequency of the OC3 FOWT system, obtained by the MoWiT model, is taken and reduced by a factor of 1.3, according to [1] . This yields a controller natural frequency of ω c,nat = 0.1527 rad/s. Together with the 7.5 MW WT specific drivetrain and blade-pitch controller parameters, the controller gains are computed and set to K I = 0.00141924 and K P = 0.01300953 s.
Optimization Framework in Python
This model of the FOWT system, consisting of the OC3 spar-buoy and the IWT-7.5-164 WT with the required initial adaptions, as described in Section 2.1, is given as input to the optimization framework. The optimization framework itself is based on the Python-Modelica framework, developed at Fraunhofer IWES for automated simulation, using the extension for automated optimization [11] . Working with Python as programming interface, existing packages can be utilized, by which means the interface between the programming tool Python, the modeling environment Modelica, and the simulation engine Dymola is already defined. In the basic Python-Modelica framework [11] , the MoWiT model is processed, parameters are modified and defined, simulations are managed for parallel or consecutive execution, and scripts for writing output files are set up. This basic Python-Modelica framework is extended by incorporation of optimization functionalities, so that optimization tasks can be performed with the provided MoWiT model.
The optimization functionalities comprise the definition of the optimization problem, the optimizer, and the optimization algorithm. To define the optimization problem, design variables of the MoWiT FOWT system model have to be specified, which are customizable during the optimization loops. The values or ranges of values, which these design variables are allowed to take on, are as well prescribed within the optimization problem definition. Furthermore, the objectives of the optimization process and -if existing -corresponding constraints have to be specified. For the optimizer, there are several available in open-source frameworks for the implementation in Python. There is as well a huge variety of optimization methods and their capabilities. Hence, optimizers could be gradient-based or gradient-free, could be based for instance on the Newton approach, quadratic programming, evolutionary algorithms, or the particle swarm theory, and some might be capable to process multi-objective optimization tasks [12] . Finally, the optimization algorithm follows the method of the used optimizer to select in each iteration new design variables from the prescribed value ranges and base this choice on the performance -with respect to objectives and constraints -of the previously simulated system designs. The algorithm is executed until a specified stop criterion, which might be a maximum number of iterations or a convergence tolerance, is reached. [11, 12] For more detailed information on the Python-Modelica framework for automated simulation and optimization, as well as on the optimization functionalities themselves, the reader is referred to [11] and [12] , respectively.
DESIGN CONDITIONS
The specific settings for the application of the optimization framework, described in Section 2.2, to the adjusted FOWT system model, presented in Section 2.1, are outlined hereinafter.
Design Variables
The object of interest in this study is the floating spar-buoy structure; however, the upper cylindrical part is already adjusted in the initial model set up to fit the larger tower base diameter of the 7.5 MW WT. Hence, the design variables, which are to be modified during the direct optimization approach, concern the bottom cylinder geometry (D BC and h BC ), as well as the ballast. The latter is defined through its density ρ ballast and filling height h ballast within the bottom cylinder. As the ballast density is prescribed by available filling materials, it is selected as the third design variable, while the ballast height is not a direct design variable as it depends on the system parameters and chosen design variables and is determined internally to ensure floatation of the WT system. With regard to the structural parameters, only the diameter and height of the bottom cylinder are selected as design variables, whereas the original wall thickness remains unchanged, as the objective of the optimization is not the design strength but rather focuses on the hydrodynamic behavior of the FOWT system. Another component belonging to the floating spar-buoy structure is the mooring system. This, however, implying also the attachment points (fairleads), remains unchanged as the yaw stability is not analyzed explicitly in this study, but it would have to be considered as design variable as well, if the entire system stability is to be optimized.
For the three design variables, the allowable value ranges, as well as their values in the initial adjusted FOWT design are presented in Tab. 3. For the spar-buoy bottom cylinder diameter the lower limit is prescribed by the tower base diameter of the IWT-7.5-164, while the upper limit is inspired by the original value and chosen to be not significantly larger for the ease of handling and manufacturing. For the same reasons, the original bottom cylinder height is set as upper limit for this design variable, with an option to be reduced by up to 40.0 m. The potential ballast density values originate from the density ranges of cheap materials, such as sand with varying water content, rocks, or clay [13, 14] . Apart from the ballast type, which is conditional on available lower-cost material, the upper bounds for the geometric parameters are shaped by the author's additional objective of limiting the outer dimensions of the floating system to facilitate the handling and manufacturing processes, but also to prevent a significant loss in the structural strength as this was excluded from the analysis. Different user-specific objectives and set value ranges would definitely affect the results. This is addressed again in the discussion at the end of the paper. 2 A zero target value means that this objective parameter should be minimized in general. 3 The allowable limit is given as factor of the gravitational acceleration constant g ≈9.81 m/s 2 .
Within the formulation for determining the ballast filling height as a function of the system mass and buoyancy mass (both are directly derived from the geometric parameters), it is checked that h ballast never becomes negative, nor exceeds h BC . If the settings of the design variables would violate one of these constraints, either the ballast density or floater material density is modified to overcome this issue. With having this defined within the MoWiT model, it is ensured that the ballast height remains within these boundaries during the entire optimization iterations.
Optimization Objectives
The objective of applying the direct optimization approach to the adapted OC3 spar-buoy carrying the IWT-7.5-164 WT is to obtain an appropriate floating support structure for the 7.5 MW WT, so that this FOWT system is stable and complies with general global performance criteria. This study neither focuses on the structural strength nor on the loading on the structure, such as fatigue due to system eigenfrequencies. These aspects, however, can be integrated by adding more optimization objectives, which are based on post-processed parameters and analyses.
Thus, focusing for the time being only on the global performance of the FOWT in operation, three objective functions are defined. These comprise the platform total inclination angle for stability and WT operational reasons, the translational motions due to motion restrictions of the power cable, and the nacelle acceleration because of sensitive components within the nacelle.
To avoid overdimensioning of the FOWT system, which would only yield dispensable high safety factors but an overpriced design, common operational limits are set as objectives.
The target values and constraints are summarized in Tab. 4. As, however, the optimization objectives have to be provided in terms of objective functions which are to be minimized, the three objectives follow the expressions given in Eqn. 1 
These objective functions are evaluated during the optimization for each considered design solution, substituting the objectives (inclination, translation, and acceleration) in each case by the maximum value obtained during the simulation. This is directly derived by evaluating the resulting time series.
Design-Relevant Load Case
The iterative optimization procedure is carried out based on design-relevant load cases, used to simulate the considered floating system and to derive the performance criteria from the simulation results. For this first utilization of the direct optimization approach, only one design-relevant load case is selected based on DLC (design load case) simulations with the original OC3 sparbuoy FOWT system. From the recommended DLCs in the international standard IEC 61400-3 [20] , the following DLCs are selected for the simulation with the OC3 floating system, with having the optimization objectives, defined in Section 3.2, in mind:
• DLC 1.1 around rated wind speed (power production, normal turbulent wind model, normal sea state): In normal power production around rated wind speed, the highest thrust force, and hence, a large inclination angle and large horizontal displacement are expected.
• DLC 1.3 below, at, and above rated wind speed (power production, extreme turbulent wind model, normal sea state): If the WT is sensitive to wind, hence at a wind dominated site, the extreme turbulent wind may yield extreme fluctuations and therefore large values for the nacelle acceleration.
• DLC 1.6a below, at, and above rated wind speed (power production, normal turbulent wind model, severe sea state): If the WT is sensitive to waves, hence at a wave dominated site, the severe sea state may yield extreme fluctuations and therefore large values for the nacelle acceleration.
• DLC 6.1b (parked condition, extreme steady wind model, reduced wave height model, both with 50-year recurrence period):
In such an extreme event with 50-year recurrence period, the highest loads, implying a large inclination angle and a large horizontal displacement, are expected.
When running the DLC simulations, the OC3 FOWT system showed to be not designed properly for such an extreme environmental condition given in DLC 6.1b. As this is the only DLC from the four selected ones, in which the WT is not operating, there is no need to consider separate (less restrictive) objectives for a FOWT system in parked condition. Thus, for the evaluation, only the other three DLCs (1.1, 1.3, 1 .6a) were used and it turned out that DLC 1.6a at rated wind speed and with a yaw misalignment angle of 8 • yields the highest values in the three objective parameters defined in Section 3.2. This environmental condition is transferred to the IWT-7.5-164 FOWT system, assuming similar system behavior, and used for the simulations within the direct optimization approach.
Optimization Settings
From a broad range of algorithms and optimization procedures, of which some are presented in [11] , the evolutionary algorithm NSGAII (non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II) from Platypus [21] is selected to be used in this study. The reasons for this choice are, first of all, the demands from the system model and optimization task under consideration. Due to the complexity of a FOWT system, gradient-based optimizers would not be suitable as the system equations cannot be reduced to just one single equation. Furthermore, the three explicitly defined objective functions, outlined in Section 3.2, recommend the utilization of a multi-objective optimizer. Secondly, taking into account these demands, three common state-of-the-art gradient-free multi-objective optimizers [22] -NSGAII, NSGAIII (non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm III), and SPEA2 (strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm) -are tested, using the open-source framework Platypus [21] . The comparison showed that NSGAII more accurately meets the constraints and objectives, better than NSGAIII, but is at the same time, compared to SPEA2, faster converging to an optimum solution.
For these reasons, the direct optimization approach is carried out with the NSGAII optimizer from Platypus. As this method belongs to the group of evolutionary algorithms, which basically follow the principle of Darwin's theory of evolution, the optimizer requires figures for the population size and number of generations as input [11] . For this first direct optimization application, the population size is set to 36 individuals in each gener-ation and the total number of simulations to be run is defined as 1080, which would correspond to 30 generations (29 plus the start population with number 0) 4 . A comprehensive sensitivity analysis for justifying the selected population size and number of generations was not yet covered in this study. However, based on the convergence behavior, discussed in Section 4.1, the chosen settings proved to provide satisfactory results.
RESULTS
The results of the direct optimization approach, applied to the initially adapted OC3 spar-buoy with the IWT-7.5-164 on top, are presented in the following, first, showing the results throughout the optimization process, and then focusing on the final floater design, which is obtained from the direct optimization approach to be proper for supporting the IWT-7.5-164.
Development Throughout the Optimization Itera-
tions Within the direct optimization procedure, finally, 1097 individuals are created, simulated, and evaluated. The number differs slightly from the specified number of total simulations of 1080, as defined in Section 3.4, due to the internal management of running simulations in parallel. This way, individuals from generation 0 up to generation 31 are created, while the last full generation, meaning containing all 36 individuals, is generation number 26 4 .
Within each generation, the design variables for the individuals are chosen by the optimizer from the specified value ranges, based on the objectives obtained from the previously simulated individuals. Hence, a trend from a broad spread of selected values for the design variables towards more and more optimum values is clearly visible throughout the optimization procedure, as visualized in Fig. 4(a) . The corresponding trend in the obtained optimization objectives (Fig. 4(b) ) shows as well decreasing spreads and, what is most important, an improvement with respect to the objectives set. In Fig. 4(b) , it is noticeable that in the first few generations not for all 36 individuals an objective value is plotted. The reason for this is that, at the start of the optimization procedure, individuals from the entire allowable value ranges for the design variables are created. These, however, do not all perform that well and some might be instable, which causes an early termination of the simulation. The effectively simulated time is taken as criterion for identifying unsuccessful simulations, which are then assigned undesirable objectives to ensure exclusion of these designs [11, 12] .
Spar-Buoy Design for the IWT-7.5-164
From the 1097 individuals, obtained within the direct optimization approach, the optimum and final appropriate spar-buoy floater design for the IWT-7.5-164 WT has to be found. The method and criteria for the selection of the optimum geometry are described firstly, and then the obtained FOWT system is presented and analyzed.
Selection of the Floater Design
As the specified stop criterion, defined through the total number of simulations, which corresponds approximately to a maximum number of generation, is set quite arbitrary, first, the generation has to be determined at which the optimization algorithm has converged before it starts diverging again. To do so, two selection options are considered: based on the minimum spread of the design variables or based on the minimum spread of the objectives. The first option would yield generation 23, the latter generation 22 to be considered for determining the optimum individual, as highlighted in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4 (b) in dark red, respectively. As the point of interest in this study is the convergence of the optimization to one optimum design, the first selection method, based on the minimum spread of the design variables, is used, and hence generation 23 is taken for finding the best individual in it.
For the selection of the optimum individual, first, the minimum value for each of the three objectives is identified, comparing all individuals within generation 23. These three values, which originate from different individuals in generation 23, are used as utopia for the objectives. Then, for each individual in generation 23, the distance of its objectives to the utopia point is determined by means of the root of the sum of the three individual distances squared. Here, it has to be noted that the distances for the inclination and acceleration objectives are calculated directly, as these objectives are already normalized, as indicated in Eqn. 1 and Eqn. 3, respectively, while the distance for the translation objective, which is by definition (see Eqn. 2) just directly the translation value, is now normalized with respect to the utopia value for the translation. Doing so, the individual within generation 23, which yields the minimum distance of its objectives to the utopia point, is determined to be the optimum solution.
The Final Floater Geometry
Following the selection approach, described in Subsection 4.2.1, the final floater geometry of the most appropriate spar-buoy design to support the IWT-7.5-164 is obtained. Its values for the design variables are presented in Tab. 5. This also demonstrates that all values lie within the specified allowable value ranges. A schematic drawing, comparing the original OC3 spar-buoy for the NREL 5 MW WT, with the initially adapted OC3 floater for the IWT-7.5-164 WT, which dealt as input to the direct optimization approach, and the final optimized spar-buoy geometry for the IWT-7.5-164 WT, is shown in Fig. 5 .
Due to the fact that two potential methods have been initially considered for the selection of the generation, at which the optimization has converged, as mentioned in Subsection 4.2.1, the results obtained when using the second alternative based on the minimum spread of the objectives (yielding generation 22) are determined as well and compared in Tab. 6 to the final results (from the selected generation 23) presented above. This shows that, for both obtained optimum individuals, the spar-buoy design variables, as well as the calculated distance of the objectives to the utopia point differ only marginally. But still, the final optimum spar-buoy geometry, selected from the individuals within generation 23, and hence following the approach as chosen and described in Subsection 4.2.1, scores higher. 
Performance of the 7.5 MW FOWT System
To prove the suitability of the obtained final spar-buoy geometry, the performance of the FOWT system, consisting of the IWT-7.5-164 WT and the optimum floater design, outlined in Subsection 4.2.2, is analyzed. This means that the considered design- 
DISCUSSION
By means of the presented direct optimization approach, a floating support structure design for a larger WT is obtained based on a smaller existing FOWT system. The finally achieved design is based on the specified design conditions, as described in Sections 3.1 to 3.4, and also highly dependent on their settings. Hence, different choices will yield different designs, each optimum for the specific design conditions considered.
In this study, the focus was placed upon the global system performance and hydrodynamic behavior of the FOWT. Neither the structural design strength, nor the loading on the structure -implying frequency response analyses -, nor the overall system stability were assessed and integrated in the optimization approach. However, the current functionality already indirectly checks the requirement of having the system natural frequencies far from the wave spectra peak frequencies by minimizing the system response, but can also easily be extended by adding more detailed checks, as well as further criteria and optimization objectives, such as for the structural strength or loads and fatigue. Furthermore, a more sophisticated design optimization, implying the design strength but also, for instance, the mooring system, would as well require the definition of additional design variables, such as the wall thickness, the fairlead and anchor positions, the mooring line length, and its extensional stiffness.
In general, the settings have to be selected carefully to ensure that the direct optimization approach can be successful. When still intending an upscaling to a larger MW-class WT, this has to be taken into account in the definition of the boundaries for the allowable value ranges of the design variables, to allow for obtaining a stable FOWT system in the end. Furthermore, there is large freedom in the selection of design variables, both with respect to the variable itself and the number of variables. The optimization objectives will definitely also influence the final optimum design. The objectives selected in this study can be considered as general parameters for the global performance of a FOWT system; however, for more detailed assessment and design of a FOWT system there are almost no limits to the objectives. But still this has to be treated with caution, as this is always subject to a cost-benefit calculation. This aspect was also the reason for just selecting one design-relevant load case, which is then used during the direct optimization approach, instead of running an entire DLC set in each iteration with all individuals. But still it needs to be proved that the obtained optimum FOWT system design performs as required in various environmental conditions. Finally, the achieved optimum design will also depend on the optimization settings; however, due to the preceding study and comparison, it is expected that the selected optimizer NSGAII is suitable for the presented application. The number of simulations to be run is of course again a trade-off between cost or time and benefit and the user has to define up to which accuracy and convergence tolerance the optimization has to be performed. In the end, the final selection of the optimum design out of the huge number of created and simulated individuals depends again on the point of interest and selected approach. However, as shown in Subsection 4.2.2, the resulting optimum designs differ not significantly if the methods are reasonable and the optimization algorithm has run sufficiently long so that a convergence is clearly visible.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a direct optimization approach is presented, by which means a floating support structure for a larger MWclass WT is obtained based on an existing smaller FOWT system design without using the intermediate step of upscaling.
This approach is developed in Python programming language. A Python-Modelica framework allows interfacing with FOWT system models defined in the MoWiT library, execution of simulations in Dymola, and programming, as well as utilization of optimization procedures in Python. The input to this direct optimization algorithm only requires minor initial adaptions of the original FOWT system model, as well as the specification of the design conditions, such as the design variables which are to be modified during the optimization, the optimization objectives which should be focused on, the environmental conditions which are used for the system simulation, as well as the optimization settings. Even if the final result highly depends on the choice for these design conditions, an appropriate FOWT system design, which fulfills the specified requirements and performs well with respect to the defined objectives, can be obtained automatically by means of this direct optimization approach.
